
Spatial Ability 631 

Chapter 631 As Wary of Her as of a Thief 

 

“Silly.” Qian Jiyun looked at her and smiled. 

 

“What’s the use of keeping these Blood-colored Bodhis with me? Just give me a few more Nine Suns Pills 

when you refine them.” 

 

“Well… Alright.” 

 

An Jiuyue hesitated for a moment before nodding and closing the box. 

 

“Then I won’t stand on ceremony. I’ll accept them all. To be honest, I did want to go against my 

conscience and take all five. Hehe.” 

 

Of course, she wanted to accept it. One Blood-colored Bodhi could be used to refine many medicinal 

pills. There were five here. If she used them sparingly, they could last her several years. 

 

Even if she planted one, the other four would be enough for her to use for several years. 

 

She kept the box in her space and said, “But we haven’t found all the herbs yet. I’ll refine other 

medicinal pills in the next few days. We’ll look for herbs when you’re free in a few days.” 

 

“I—” 

 

“Don’t tell me you’re free every day.” 

 

Before Qian Jiyun could speak, An Jiuyue raised her hand to stop him. 

 



The people coming in and out of the camp daily were so busy. Did he think she was blind and could not 

see for herself? 

 

It was fine when Qian Jiyun was previously away from the camp. But now that he was back, she could 

not stand it if he did nothing. 

 

“Do what you have to do first. Don’t implicate me when rumors about you spread in the camp.” 

 

“Okay,” Qian Jiyun replied. 

 

There was never a moment when there was nothing to do in the camp. Every protected ground needed 

reinforcements. 

 

However, he could not do it alone. This was not only his concern but also that of the various camps. He 

would dispatch as many people as the others. 

 

If he could not handle it, it would not be his problem alone. 

 

“I’ll accompany you to pick herbs in a few days.” 

 

“Uh-huh.” An Jiuyue nodded. 

 

She remembered spending most of her points in the Points Mall and reminded Qian Jiyun, “You can 

distribute the medicinal pills I’ve refined. There’s no use in keeping them either.” 

 

Most importantly, she could earn points after the pills were distributed. Although the points in the 

Points Mall were still increasing, they were not increasing much. 

 

She used to think that the shop would earn her a lot of points, but it only earned a few 100 points a day. 

 



There was also the epidemic disease in Daqing Kingdom. Some of the remaining patients were still being 

treated, so the points would continue to increase. 

 

If the epidemic disease passed, she would have to rely on the points earned by the shop. The small 

poultry she raised would increase her points, right? 

 

“I’ll get Yan Nuo to distribute them later.” Qian Jiyun nodded. 

 

… 

 

In a camp in the west, which was clearly better constructed than the other camps near Camp Zhan Yun, 

a woman dressed valiantly was staring at Ye Chenglin. 

 

“Sister, what are you looking at? It’s just a maid. Do you have to be as wary of her as of a thief?” 

 

Ming Fucheng was unhappy when he saw his biological older sister staring at Ye Chenglin, whom he had 

brought back. 

 

There were so many subordinates watching. His sister’s reaction put him on the spot. 

 

Although the ruler of this camp was his sister, he was still a prince of the Yueming Empire. He might 

eventually inherit the highest position. 

Chapter 632 Don’t Blow Things Out of Proportion 

 

His sister was still a woman, no matter how powerful she was. She would not be able to avoid the fate of 

marrying and having children in the future, would she? 

 

He was the one who could control everyone. He had been thinking about how his sister should not 

always point fingers at him. He had only taken in a maid this time, so why was she so wary? 

 

How could this be? 



 

“Ming Fucheng, you’ve become quite capable, haven’t you? You went to Camp Zhan Yun to snatch their 

people? Why didn’t you just snag their whole camp?” Yue Qingcheng was dumbfounded by her younger 

brother. 

 

She was so furious that she placed her hands on her hips and glared at Ye Chenglin. 

 

She could tell right away that this woman lacked propriety and could betray her master over trivial 

matters. 

 

Since she could betray once, she could do it again and again in the future. 

 

She had already taken her first step. Whether she took a second, third, fourth, fifth, or sixth step would 

not matter to her, right? 

 

How could her stupid brother dare to bring back a woman like her? 

 

“If I can snag the entire camp, would I need you to tell me to?” 

 

Ming Fucheng glared at her angrily and spoke in a muffled voice. 

 

His sister was really rubbing her nose in this. She knew he wanted to claim the people in Camp Zhan Yun 

for himself for a long time, but she still said this to him in front of so many people. 

 

“You—” Yue Qingcheng was furious when she heard his arrogant words. 

 

“Sister, don’t speak further. I have my own plans. She’s just a woman. Do I lack food? I won’t have 

problems feeding her.” 

 

Ming Fucheng was in no mood to listen to his sister and interrupted her. 

 



It was difficult for him to return from there, and he had even brought a new woman back. Naturally, he 

wanted to return to his tent and enjoy himself. 

 

Once this woman became his woman or became pregnant with his child, he could carry out his plan step 

by step. 

 

“I’ve been tired all day. I’ll head back and rest. Come, accompany me back to my tent. I promise I’ll make 

you happy later.” 

 

With that, he got ready to leave with Ye Chenglin. She nestled in Ming Fucheng’s arms and cast a timid 

glance at Yue Qingcheng. 

 

Ye Chenglin had seen this woman before. She had gone to Camp Zhan Yun on multiple occasions to look 

for Qian Jiyun and was one of his many admirers. 

 

However, Qian Jiyun had never looked her in the eye, just as he had done with other women. Ye 

Chenglin thought this woman could be useful to her in the future since they shared the same goal of 

dealing with An Jiuyue. 

 

“Mhm,” she replied to Ming Fucheng softly. 

 

“Ming Fucheng!” 

 

Yue Qingcheng was furious. How could she let Ming Fucheng leave so easily? She grabbed him just as he 

was about to leave. 

 

“Send this woman back immediately. Don’t blow this out of proportion, or it’ll be difficult to fix the 

consequences!” she warned, her tone hostile. 

 

Qian Jiyun was not to be trifled with. Otherwise, she would not have been helpless against him all these 

years. 

 



Qian Jiyun’s plane was far from hers, but she could not do anything to him. 

 

It was not that she was incapable, but Qian Jiyun’s cultivation level was too high. 

 

Among those on their plane, no one of the same age as Qian Jiyun possessed a high cultivation level 

unless they were geniuses. 

 

Not only was Qian Jiyun’s cultivation level high but he also… 

Chapter 633 Men and Women Are Different! 

 

She could not tell Ming Fucheng about certain things directly, but she did not want him to go against 

Qian Jiyun every day. She wanted to be on good terms with Qian Jiyun. 

 

The woman before her was obviously a real piece of work. Ming Fucheng wanted to deal with Qian 

Jiyun, but Ye Chenglin must have had her own motives. She was afraid her stupid brother would not be 

able to defeat a woman! 

 

“Impossible!” Ming Fucheng shook off Yue Qingcheng’s hand and sneered at her. 

 

“Sister, don’t forget that your surname isn’t Ming. Remember your mission, and do not overstep. You 

can’t interfere with what I’m doing. Otherwise, your life won’t be easy in the future.” 

 

“You—” 

 

Yue Qingcheng was rendered momentarily speechless. She could only glare at Ming Fucheng’s smug 

smile, infuriated. 

 

Her surname was the biggest failure in her life. The royal family of the Yueming Empire had two 

surnames. The princesses could only have the surname Yue. No matter how outstanding she was, she 

could not inherit the surname of the real royal family surname—Ming. 

 



Despite her evident talent and capability, she was forced to come to Huayan Peak. Her sole mission was 

to crush all obstacles in her brother’s path! 

 

“Ming Fucheng, look at this woman. She’s a lowly thing from a lowly plane. If you really accept a woman 

like her, you’ll embarrass Yueming Empire! 

 

“Your brothers can use this to complain about you in front of Father and make it impossible for you to 

return to Yueming Empire!” 

 

“What do you mean I’m embarrassing Yueming Empire? Sister, don’t blame me for not reminding you 

that Qian Jiyun found his worthless wife and brought her to Camp Zhan Yun. 

 

“You should think about what to do next. Don’t work hard your entire life and obtain nothing in the end! 

That will truly embarrass Yueming Empire!” 

 

Ming Fucheng gave Yue Qingcheng a knowing look. 

 

“Low-level plane? Hehe, don’t you like men from low-level planes? I’m only fooling around with her. I 

can throw her away after I’m done playing with her. But what about you? You have to know that men 

and women are different!” 

 

“You—” 

 

Yue Qingcheng looked at Ming Fucheng with bloodshot eyes, wishing she could tear him apart. 

 

How can I possibly have a younger biological brother like him? And we have the same mother! How 

repulsive! If I had known my younger brother was such a jerk, I wouldn’t have assisted him, even if it 

meant assisting other princes! 

 

However, it was too late to regret it now. She could only persuade him painstakingly. 

 

“Ming Fucheng, have you forgotten your status? Can you do what I can?” she reminded him coldly. 



 

“Haha…” Ming Fucheng merely sneered in response. 

 

In his arms, Ye Chenglin stole a glance at Yue Qingcheng. Her expression darkened when she heard Ming 

Fucheng’s words. 

 

Ming Fucheng and Ye Qingcheng were both bad people. She only clung to Ming Fucheng because she 

had no other choice. She would not be so restrained when she became stronger. 

 

How could she tolerate someone who treated her like a toy and wanted to throw her away just like 

that? 

 

Men were indeed no good! She would kill Ming Fucheng first when she had power! 

Chapter 634 Have You Seen That Woman? 

 

“Sister, you’re really funny. Why can’t I do what you can? I’m the dignified prince of Yueming Empire. 

Why can’t I find a maid to serve me? 

 

“You’re really interfering too much. I usually avoid you, but do you really think you’re someone who can 

get past me? 

 

“Don’t f*cking interfere in my business. If you irritate me, I’ll make you unable to stay at Huayan Peak. 

We don’t even know who the real lord of this camp will be. Get the man you want first before talking to 

me. 

 

“Also, remember not to come to my tent again today. Don’t disturb me. It won’t be good if you 

accidentally see something you shouldn’t. I won’t take responsibility.” 

 

With that, he left with Ye Chenglin. 

 

“You—” 

 



Yue Qingcheng gritted her teeth as she watched him leave. 

 

How could a person like him inherit the entire Yueming Empire in the future? 

 

If Yueming Empire really fell into Ming Fucheng’s hands, it would be near destruction. Unfortunately, 

even if she knew that, she could not change it. 

 

However, she could not care less now. She sensed something was amiss when she heard that Qian Jiyun 

had found his wife. 

 

“Come here. How did that woman return with the Sixth Prince? Tell me clearly.” 

 

She raised her hand and beckoned the guardian who had accompanied Ming Fucheng out. 

 

“Lord, that woman called Ye Chenglin was punished by Lord Qian and sent to the protected grounds. I 

heard she offended Lord Qian’s wife and caused quite a scene,” the guardian replied respectfully to Yue 

Qingcheng. 

 

“Qian Jiyun’s wife!” 

 

Yue Qingcheng took a deep breath and could not help but wonder what kind of person the woman Qian 

Jiyun had been searching for for five years was. 

 

She had just arrived, but Qian Jiyun punished a medicine refiner for her? 

 

Qian Jiyun’s camp only had four medicine refiners, which was its only flaw. 

 

Did Qian Jiyun prioritize his wife, whom he had just found, over the lives of the guardians in his camp? 

Things could go wrong if they lacked medicine refiners! 

 



Her gaze darkened as she looked at the guardian and asked in a deep voice, “Have you seen that 

woman?” 

 

The guardian replied, “I haven’t seen her. The Sixth Prince only wanted to take Ye Chenglin with him 

because he heard she was punished to become a guardian. He said he wanted to rely on her to defeat 

Lord Qian.” 

 

How could he have had the chance to meet Qian Jiyun’s wife? He had never been to Camp Zhan Yun. 

 

“Pft.” Yue Qingcheng sneered and shook her head. 

 

My brother really doesn’t know his limitations. Does he really want to rely on Qian Jiyun’s subordinate 

to defeat him? 

 

Qian Jiyun was a newly emerged lord on Huayan Peak. His father’s influence had collapsed, leaving 

nothing behind. 

 

Despite his sudden appearance, no lord dared to openly challenge him, even if many disliked him. 

 

While Camp Zhan Yun might not have been considered the most powerful in Huayan Peak, Qian Jiyun’s 

cultivation level was formidable. 

 

“How can a medicine refiner abandoned by Qian Jiyun shake the entire Camp Zhan Yun?” 

 

It was not that she underestimated Ye Chenglin—that woman simply could not do so. She could only let 

Ming Fucheng dream on. 

Chapter 635 It Was a Good Thing She Betrayed Them Now 

 

“Lord, what should we do now?” 

 

Knowing that Qian Jiyun had abandoned Ye Chenglin, the guardian wondered what use she could be. 



 

However, the Sixth Prince, Ming Fucheng, did not understand that! He thought he could defeat Qian 

Jiyun with a woman and even dreamed of taking over Qian Jiyun’s Camp Zhan Yun. 

 

It was ridiculous just thinking about it. Many lords wanted to take over Camp Zhan Yun, but none could. 

 

“What can we do?” Yue Qingcheng smiled sinisterly and shook her head. 

 

Gritting her teeth, she said bluntly, “He wants to stubbornly persist in his own ideas, even if it means 

running into a wall. Can I stop him from doing it today? He’ll only realize how tough the wall ahead is 

when his head bleeds. Let him be.” 

 

The guardian only looked up and glanced at Yue Qingcheng without saying anything. 

 

… 

 

At Camp Zhan Yun… 

 

The news of Ye Chenglin leaving with Ming Fucheng had been reported back in the morning. 

 

However, Qian Jiyun and the others had already left and had not received the news. Of course, he would 

not have felt anything even if he had known. 

 

It was better to have the person, who had the potential to betray them at any time, do it sooner rather 

than later. At the very least, they did not have to worry about her anymore. 

 

Although the others in the camp were unmoved, this did not mean that Ye Chengzong was too. She was 

his biological sister, whom he had brought from Daqing Kingdom to Huayan Peak! 

 

“What did you say? Who left with Ming Fucheng?” 

 



Upon hearing this news, he grabbed Qin Tingfeng, who had returned from the Spirit Severing Cliff to 

rest, by the collar and questioned him angrily. 

 

He did not believe that his sister would betray them. How could she betray them just because she was 

sent to guard the Spirit Severing Cliff? What kind of sister did he have? 

 

“You heard me right. Ye Chenglin left with Ming Fucheng.” 

 

Qin Tingfeng looked at Ye Chengzong calmly and allowed the latter to grab his collar. 

 

He was really glad to have someone like Ming Fucheng, who specialized in going against their master. 

How else could they tell what kind of person Ye Chenglin was? 

 

It was a good thing she betrayed them now. It was much better than keeping her around and not 

knowing when she would do something to harm Camp Zhan Yun. 

 

“Impossible!” Ye Chengzong shouted angrily and swung Qin Tingfeng aside. 

 

“I’ve already asked people to take care of her. She won’t suffer too much at the Spirit Severing Cliff. Why 

did she… Why did she leave with Ming Fucheng? Was she forced?” 

 

He asked the others who had returned from the Spirit Severing Cliff. 

 

They fell silent. 

 

Forced? Ye Chenglin was overjoyed when she left! So what if she betrayed them? She even followed 

that b*stard Ming Fucheng to show off in front of them. 

 

They did not understand. Was it really that good to follow Ming Fucheng and become one of his 

women? 

 



Wouldn’t she end up in a miserable state after Ming Fucheng got tired of playing with her? 

 

She could not return to Camp Zhan Yun even if she wanted to. If Ye Chengzong pleaded for Ye Chenglin 

again, neither would have a good ending. 

 

One of the guardians hesitated for a long time before patting Ye Chengzong’s shoulder and saying 

earnestly, “Captain Ye, your sister is not worth your effort. Save it.” 

 

In order to make Ye Chengzong give up on Ye Chenglin, he even told him about how Ye Chenglin had led 

Ming Fucheng to them and how they had ridiculed them. 

Chapter 636 You Must Have Treated Her Badly 

 

Ye Chengzong was speechless. 

 

How could he not bother? Ye Chenglin betrayed the Master and him, her brother! 

 

“So she’s really gone all the way, right?” 

 

He gritted his teeth. Was he questioning himself or others? He inhaled deeply and exhaled, his face pale. 

 

He recalled that Ye Chenglin had been disrespectful to the Mistress from the beginning. He made 

nothing of it because his sister had always liked Master. It was only natural that she would not be used 

to seeing the Mistress by his side. 

 

He believed it would suffice for the Master to punish Ye Chenglin and teach her a lesson once. 

 

Even if she did not admit her mistake, he knew she would regret it after suffering at the Spirit Severing 

Cliff and receiving cold treatment from everyone. 

 

However, she later attempted to gain some benefits from the Master. She failed to comprehend her 

wrongdoing and still wanted to bargain, even at the cost of her brother’s life. 



 

Even so, the Master did not take any severe action against her. Upon his pleas, the Master merely sent 

her to the Spirit Severing Cliff. 

 

He thought Ye Chenglin would eventually admit her mistake and repent after suffering so much. 

 

He was still looking forward to the day when he could receive news from the Spirit Severing Cliff that Ye 

Chenglin had repented. He planned to also plead with their Master for mercy and bring Ye Chenglin back 

to the camp. 

 

He never expected to hear of Ye Chenglin’s betrayal instead. 

 

He muttered to himself self-deceivingly, “Did Ming Fucheng force her? Perhaps she was backed into a 

corner and said those things on purpose to protect you all because Ming Fucheng wanted to attack 

you?” 

 

He believed his younger sister was not that kind of person; she simply did not understand the ways of 

the world. She was not at the point of betraying their Master and everyone else. 

 

“Captain Ye, wake up.” 

 

Another person walked forward and patted Ye Chengzong’s other shoulder. 

 

“There are many of us, but there is only one Ming Fucheng. How can we allow her to suffer in front of 

us? How can Ming Fucheng make her do anything if she’s unwilling? She was willing to follow Ming 

Fucheng, Captain Ye.” 

 

“No, that’s impossible! Absolutely impossible!” 

 

Although he had already accepted the truth in his heart, he was still reluctant to acknowledge that his 

sister had betrayed their Master. 

 



“You must have treated her badly, so she can’t live on Spirit Severing Cliff anymore and left with Ming 

Fucheng!” He shouted at them and ran out of the camp angrily. 

 

“Captain Ye!” 

 

Everyone was stunned when they saw him run away. 

 

“Chase after him quickly. Don’t let anything happen to him.” One of them reacted and called for a few 

people to chase after him. 

 

“Haha.” Qin Tingfeng watched Ye Chengzong leave coldly and sneered. 

 

“Tingfeng, what are you laughing at?” 

 

The captain of the Spirit Severing Cliff turned around and asked Qin Tingfeng when he heard the 

laughter. 

 

“If Ye Chengzong had disciplined Ye Chenglin in the past, she wouldn’t have ended up like this,” Qin 

Tingfeng said coldly. 

 

When everyone heard that, they agreed. In the past, if Ye Chenglin asked for the stars in the sky, he 

would find a way to get them for her, no matter how unwilling he was. 

 

Who could he blame for her spoiled behavior now? Could he blame anyone else but himself? He had to 

clean up the mess on his own. 

 

“Let’s not care about their family matters. Tingfeng, isn’t your sister back? Aren’t you going to visit her?” 

someone asked. 

 

“I’m on my way,” Qin Tingfeng replied. 

Chapter 637 What Are You Going to Do? 



 

He was on his way to see his sister. If Ye Chengzong had not grabbed him by the collar, he would have 

seen her by now. 

 

And all of this was caused by Ye Chenglin. 

 

“You guys continue chatting. I’m going to see my sister.” 

 

With that, he left. 

 

Ye Chengzong had to bear the consequences of his own actions. Qin Tingfeng did not care about him. 

 

“Seriously, Ye Chenglin actually ran away with Ming Fucheng? What future would she have with that 

person? She should find someone good.” 

 

After Qin Tingfeng left, many of the guardians also left. Only a few people remained outside, chatting 

casually. 

 

“Ming Fucheng isn’t completely useless, right? At the very least, he’s more generous, right? Maybe Ye 

Chenglin thinks she can have some material benefits if she goes with him.” 

 

… 

 

“She… ran away with someone?” 

 

An Jiuyue was speechless when she came out of her space and heard the discussion outside. 

 

Could her endurance be any worse? It had only been a few days, but she could not take it anymore and 

ran away with a man? Ye Chenglin had lived at Huayan Peak for many years, right? 

 



“Who is Ming Fucheng?” she asked. 

 

She remembered there was no royal family with the surname Ming on their plane. Yet, the people 

outside were discussing how Ye Chenglin had fled with a member of the royal family. 

 

“Second Sister-in-Law, you might not know this, but Ming Fucheng is not a good person. He’s been 

eyeing our Camp Zhan Yun all these years and has an awful habit of hitting on young ladies.” 

 

Before Qian Jiyun could reply, Gong Cheng, who came to freeload daily, took the initiative to answer An 

Jiuyue’s question. 

 

Ming Fucheng had set his sights on more than one camp. Despite his apparent incompetence, he acted 

as if he could conquer the world. 

 

He was only interested in swallowing Huayan Peak whole, regardless of whether he was capable of 

doing so. 

 

Many planes on Huayan Peak were of a higher level than the Yueming Empire. He had to be capable 

enough to conquer them. 

 

“He’s from another plane and is very far away from us. I don’t know how he found out about Ye 

Chenglin, but he actually targeted her.” 

 

He shook his head repeatedly, feeling that no matter how severe Ye Chenglin’s punishment might be, it 

would still be better than leaving with Ming Fucheng. 

 

Living by Ming Fucheng’s side couldn’t have been easy. It would be challenging to survive unless she was 

of some value. Only someone as foolish as Ye Chenglin would follow Ming Fucheng. 

 

“Second Brother, what are you going to do?” he asked Qian Jiyun. 

 

Qian Jiyun glanced at him coldly and did not say anything. 



 

What could he do? What did this have to do with him? Ye Chenglin wanted to leave with Ming Fucheng; 

he did not force her, right? 

 

An Jiuyue looked at him and asked, “What are you going to do about Ye Chengzong?” 

 

She happened to witness Ye Chengzong grabbing Qin Tingfeng’s collar. 

 

Qin Tingfeng and his sister were pitiful. They had done nothing wrong, but Ye Chenglin had implicated 

them. In the end, Ye Chengzong even blamed them. 

 

If she were in their position, simply coexisting with Ye Chenglin in the same place without interacting 

with her would be enough. They could forget about asking her to take care of Ye Chenglin! 

 

Qian Jiyun thought for a moment and replied, “I’ll handle it.” 

 

Since Ye Chengzong blamed Qin Tingfeng, it was evident that even he did not think Ye Chenglin was at 

fault. 

Chapter 638 I’m Not Trying to Do Anything 

 

Ye Chengzong merely thought that Ye Chenglin was at fault because she was punished, without truly 

comprehending the gravity of her actions. Qian Jiyun did not want an attitude like that. 

 

“He’s no longer suitable to be captain of the swamp. I’ll let Yan Qin replace him temporarily,” he said. 

 

“You’re sending Yan Qin there?” Gong Cheng was stunned. 

 

Didn’t Yan Qin always regard Ye Chengzong as his savior? Wouldn’t something bad happen if he went? 

 

“Is there a problem?” Qian Jiyun asked. 



 

“No, there’s no problem.” Gong Cheng shook his head quickly. 

 

What problem could he have with that? If his second brother saw no problem with it, then there was no 

problem at all. 

 

He did not mind one way or another. At most, he would ask Yan Nuo and Yan Jin to keep an eye on Yan 

Qin and tell him not to make a mistake. He believed Yan Nuo and Yan Jin could do that. 

 

“Yan Nuo and Yan Jin have a lot of things to do next. Gong Cheng, you won’t bother them, will you?” An 

Jiuyue knew what he was thinking when she saw his calculating expression. 

 

“Uh…” Gong Cheng was stunned by her words. 

 

How does this woman know what I’m thinking? Why do I feel a little guilty suddenly? 

 

And since she knows what I’m thinking, she should know what Yan Qin thinks too, right? Then why is she 

stopping me? How much does she want Yan Qin to make a mistake? 

 

Does she always dislike Yan Qin and can’t wait for him to leave Second Brother’s side? 

 

“Second Sister-in-Law, I’m not trying to do anything.” He spread his hands. 

 

“That’s good… to hear.” An Jiuyue smiled and picked up a drumstick for Gong Cheng as a reward. 

 

“Eat it. Finish your food, and don’t mess around and cause trouble for Jiyun daily.” 

 

“I—” Gong Cheng opened his mouth to retort. 

 



However, before he could say anything, he noticed his Second Brother’s piercing stare and dared not say 

anything. 

 

“No, no, Second Brother. I really didn’t think about anything. Really.” He quickly cleared his name. 

 

“Don’t get involved in Yan Qin’s matters,” Qian Jiyun said coldly. 

 

Gong Cheng was speechless. He finally understood why An Jiuyue picked up a drumstick for him. 

 

She wants me to stay out of Yan Qin’s business, right? Not only do they want to find out more about Ye 

Chengzong and his sister, but they also want to educate Yan Qin in the process, right? 

 

“I won’t get involved. I won’t get involved,” he immediately raised his hand and promised. 

 

Since Second Brother did it on purpose, he would not say anything. To be honest, he also felt that Yan 

Qin should not always be taking care of Ye Chengzong. 

 

Everything had to come to an end. Let this incident sever the savior-victim relationship between Yan Qin 

and Ye Chengzong. 

 

“Is it not okay for me to eat? Second Sister-in-Law, your food is delicious. Eat, Zheng’er, Rong’er; eat 

quickly. Don’t just sit there.” 

 

He tried to find something to talk about. 

 

Qian Yizheng and Qian Yirong were surprised. 

 

They had been eating. They had never stopped eating, even though they had also paid attention to their 

mother and the others. 

 

Why did Uncle Gong sound like they were picky children who refused to eat? 



 

“Uncle Gong, you should be the one to eat quickly, right?” 

 

Qian Yirong rolled his eyes at him and exposed his awkward conversation mercilessly. He even used his 

small chopsticks to pick up some food for Gong Cheng. 

Chapter 639 Why Didn’t They Take Care of Chenglin? 

 

“Uncle Gong, don’t just eat meat. Eat some vegetables too. Mother said this is very nutritious.” 

 

Gong Cheng was speechless. 

 

These two unlucky children! Can’t they let my words go and not argue with me? 

 

However, what else could he say? Was he going to argue with the two children? 

 

Even if he wanted to, he had to see if the two adults in front of him would give him a chance. 

 

He could only nod at the two children. “Alright, alright. I’ll eat. You guys eat too. Eat more vegetables 

and you’ll grow taller.” 

 

Eat? Who would be willing to eat vegetables if they had meat? He was not a domesticated rabbit. 

 

Moreover, he was already a grownup. It did not matter how much taller he grew. He would let the two 

children eat more vegetables and grow. 

 

… 

 

In a small forest near Camp Zhan Yun… 

 



Ye Chengzong rushed in angrily and stopped beside a tree that several people were carrying. The more 

he thought about it, the angrier he became. He could not help but punch the tree trunk. 

 

“Captain, Captain, are you alright?” 

 

The guardian chasing after him was a member of his team. When he saw his captain’s hand bleeding, he 

could not help but approach him with concern. 

 

“Don’t be angry. Chenglin has her own choices. Maybe she thinks leaving with Ming Fucheng is best for 

her. Yueming Empire has much more resources than us. Chenglin’s future achievements might be better 

than ours,” he persuaded. 

 

Actually, he was just trying to find something to say. He could not possibly say that Ye Chenglin had 

committed a heinous crime by betraying their master, right? 

 

Although he thought so, he did not dare say it in front of his captain. He did not want to offend Ye 

Chengzong. 

 

Ye Chengzong took a deep breath and looked at him with bloodshot eyes. 

 

“Old Jiang, why didn’t they take care of Chenglin? I’ve already troubled them to do so. Can’t they take 

better care of Chenglin for my sake?” 

 

He now firmly believed that Ye Chenglin left with Ming Fucheng because she had been ostracized by the 

guardians at Spirit Severing Cliff. 

 

“Huh?” Old Jiang did not understand what Ye Chengzong meant. 

 

After thinking for a while, he finally understood. Was he blaming their brothers at the Spirit Severing 

Cliff for Ye Chenglin’s betrayal? 

 

But what did this have to do with them? 



 

Everyone knew what Ye Chenglin was like. 

 

If she could know her place, she would not have offended the Mistress and the Master, right? 

 

Moreover, he did not believe that his brothers from the Spirit Severing Cliff would not take care of Ye 

Chenglin. 

 

Why did Ye Chengzong not consider this? It was already exhausting to kill demonic beasts in the swamp 

daily. Who would have the time to take care of others? 

 

If it were someone who did not cause trouble, they could take care of them and offer assistance. 

 

But what about Ye Chenglin? 

 

She was someone who caused a lot of trouble! She could offend others with just a few words. If Ye 

Chengzong wanted everyone to take care of her, it would inevitably result in everyone catering to her 

every whim and fancy. 

 

Wouldn’t she take it for granted and become even more conceited, assuming everyone would do things 

for her brother’s sake? 

Chapter 640 I Didn’t Mean That 

 

“No, Captain, you may have misunderstood. Chenglin won’t be in a situation where she can’t survive on 

the Spirit Severing Cliff—” 

 

“Would she have left with Ming Fucheng if she could?” Ye Chengzong retorted, not wanting to listen to 

him. 

 

Would she have left with Ming Fucheng if everyone at the Spirit Severing Cliff had treated Ye Chenglin 

well? Did she not know what Ming Fucheng was like? 

 



“Uh!” Old Jiang was stunned. 

 

What could he say? That Ye Chenglin would do anything for her own sake? 

 

She could even threaten their Master with a medicinal pill. What else could she not do? 

 

Perhaps she felt that she had completely offended their Master and would not have a chance to make a 

comeback, so she left with Ming Fucheng. 

 

Instead of accomplishing nothing at Camp Zhan Yun, she might as well try her luck with Ming Fucheng. 

She might be able to seize this opportunity to turn things around. 

 

However, he did not dare say that to his captain. 

 

“Captain, you’ve asked them for help before. They won’t—” 

 

“It must be Qin Tingfeng! He must be behind this!” 

 

Before Old Jiang could finish, Ye Chengzong interrupted him and gritted his teeth. 

 

If he had prevented Qin Tingfeng from going to the Spirit Severing Cliff and allowed Qin Yifeng to go 

instead, would his sister have come back with Qin Yifeng? 

 

“I knew that young brat wasn’t that honest. He must have bullied Chenglin into leaving Spirit Severing 

Cliff. That’s why she went with Ming Fucheng!” he concluded firmly. 

 

“No, Captain, that’s really not likely.” 

 

Ye Chengzong’s wild imagination shocked Old Jiang. 

 



Who would believe that Qin Tingfeng bullied Ye Chenglin? With Ye Chenglin’s personality, who knew 

who would suffer if Qin Tingfeng had actually bullied her? 

 

He continued helplessly, “Qin Tingfeng is just a child. How can he bully Chenglin? Besides, Qin Tingfeng 

doesn’t have the final say in the Spirit Severing Cliff.” 

 

Ye Chengzong looked at Old Jiang coldly and asked, “You think Qin Tingfeng is better than Chenglin?” 

 

“I—” 

 

Old Jiang opened his mouth. How was he supposed to answer that? 

 

“I didn’t mean that, Captain. I really didn’t.” 

 

It was not that he thought Qin Tingfeng was better than Ye Chenglin—it was simply the truth. Everyone 

knew that. Would anyone believe him if he claimed that Ye Chenglin was beautiful, kind, and had a good 

temper? 

 

“I just don’t think Qin Tingfeng will mistreat Chenglin. After all, so many people are watching. Even if Qin 

Tingfeng wants to deal with Chenglin, he won’t be able to. Don’t you think so?” 

 

Ye Chengzong took another deep breath. “Qin Tingfeng! I won’t let him off!” 

 

“Uh…” Old Jiang was stunned again. 

 

He did not understand how Qin Tingfeng could be held responsible for Ye Chenglin’s decision to run 

away with someone. 

 

“Captain, Chenglin made Mistress angry,” he reminded him. 

 



Qin Tingfeng and his sister were unlucky to be implicated in Ye Chenglin’s wrongdoings. Why was Ye 

Chengzong targeting them now? Was there any justice in this? 

 

“Mistress!” Ye Chengzong gritted his teeth. “Master shouldn’t have brought Mistress to Huayan Peak, 

causing Chenglin to suffer so much! 

 

Old Jiang was extremely shocked. 

 

What did this have to do with the Mistress? 

 

Did the Mistress ask Ye Chenglin to target her? Ye Chenglin was the one targeting her! 


